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**EDITORIAL SYNOPSIS** A study of the effect of pH on the stability and activity of pepsin showed that 70% of maximal peptic activity was still present at pH 4.5 and that pepsin was irreversibly inactivated at pH 8. The clinical implications of these findings are discussed.

The concept of peptic ulceration and its treatment is based on the ulcerogenic action of acid and pepsin (Card, 1952). It appears that pepsin plays the predominant role in this action (Schiffrin, 1940; Schiffrin and Warren, 1942; Le Veen, 1947), the acid merely providing the correct pH for optimal peptic activity. Consequently, it is of some importance to know the effect of pH on the peptic activity of pepsin. One of these effects, the effect of pH on peptic activity, has been adequately studied (Christensen, 1955; Taylor, 1959a, b and c): the effect of pH on enzyme stability has received little attention apart from the observations of Langley in the last century (Langley, 1881a and b) and those of Northrop, Kunitz, and Herrriott (1948). As both of these effects are of considerable importance in clinical gastroenterology, the present study was undertaken of the effect of pH on the stability and activity of pepsin.

**METHODS**

**EFFECT OF pH ON THE STABILITY OF PEPsin** Solutions of pepsin were incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes at varying pH levels, then titrated to pH 2 and peptic activity estimated using the radioiodinated serum albumin method (Klotz and Duvall, 1957; Piper, 1960). The peptic activity in these reaction mixtures was compared, after corrections had been made for the dilution involved in the back titration, with the peptic activity of a standard solution that had not been incubated at any different pH. The solutions of pepsin used were Parke Davis reference pepsin (400 mg.%) and unpurified solutions of human pepsin obtained from the homogenate of human gastric fundic mucosa.

As the time the pepsin was at the high pH could be crucial, a solution of Parke Davis reference pepsin and of human pepsin was incubated at pH 7.2 for varying times (1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 min.) and the effect on peptic activity on restoration to pH 2 determined as above.

**EFFECT OF pH ON PEPTIC ACTIVITY** A pH activity curve for human pepsin was determined using radioiodinated serum albumin as substrate and the method previously described (Piper, 1960). The pepsin was that of gastric juice obtained from a patient suffering from a gastric ulcer. The pH of the reaction mixture was adjusted using varying proportions of buffers, 0.1 M glycine HCl or 0.2 M acetate HCl buffers, as described by Taylor (1959a).

**RESULTS**

The result of the studies on the effect of pH on peptic activity and stability is shown in Figure 1. The pH stability curve in this figure represents that of pepsin in human fundic mucosa; Parke Davis reference pepsin gave an identical curve. These results show that pepsin is stable at pH ranges as high as pH 6. Above this pH, pepsin is rapidly irreversibly inactivated and elevation of pH of the reaction mixture to pH 8 results in complete inactivation of pepsin. The pH activity curve shows a maximum at pH 2 and almost no peptic activity at pH 5.5; 70% of the maximal peptic activity is still present at pH 4.5. The shape of the curve is consistent with two maxima being present, the major one at pH 2 and a second partially obscured one at pH 4.

Investigation of the time necessary for the inactivation of pepsin by pH as depicted in the pH stability curve shows that the reaction is almost instantaneous. Incubation at the higher pH at intervals of from one to 60 minutes produces a similar degree of denaturation of pepsin.

**DISCUSSION**

The pH of the environment of an enzyme may affect the activity of the enzyme in several ways. First, each enzyme has its pH optimum, at which the
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The pH activity curve has been fully defined using modern techniques and several substrates (Christensen, 1955; Taylor, 1959a and b; Piper, 1960). The variations found are considerable and are related to the method of measuring pepsin activity and the origin of the pepsin. The pH stability curve has received little attention. The only satisfactory studies were those of Northrop et al. (1948), who, using swine pepsin, found pepsin inactivation and denaturation increased at pH levels above 6.8 and that the percentage of loss of activity was equal to the percentage of protein that had been denatured, and of Michaelis (1918), who found that the rate of inactivation of pepsin was proportionate to the fourth power of the hydroxyl ion concentration between pH 6.0 and 8.0. The early observations of Langley (1881a and b) are consistent with our observations and those of Northrop et al. (1948), but were based on rabbit and sheep pepsin, and the pH produced by the addition of Na₂CO₃ to the reaction mixture is not recorded.

If we study on a composite diagram the pH activity and stability curves, we find pepsin pH relationship may be divided into four parts:

1. pH 1.5 to pH 2.5, the range of maximal peptic activity: the actual pH optimum will vary slightly with the method used.
2. pH 2.5 to pH 5, a range where approximately 70% of maximal peptic activity persists.
3. pH 5 to pH 6.5 to 7.5, a range within which no peptic activity is possible but within which range pepsin is stable and restoration of the pH to pH 2 restores maximal peptic activity.
4. pH levels above 7.5 where pepsin is irreversibly inactivated.

The effect of pH on peptic activities has several applications in clinical medicine.

In the treatment of peptic ulceration, the effect of pH on pepsin perhaps attains its greatest practical application in antacid therapy. The latter forms the basis of the medical treatment of peptic ulcer and various antacids vary in the extent to which they may potentially raise the pH of gastric juice. This
varies from a maximum of pH 4 attained by aluminium hydroxide gel to a maximum of pH 8-5 that may be produced by sodium bicarbonate. Consequently some antacids may exert their effect merely by altering pH activity and others by altering both the pH activity and the pH stability. The high pH peaks that may be achieved by some antacids such as sodium bicarbonate therefore not only have the effect of inhibiting temporarily pH activity but also lead to the irreversible alkaline denaturation of all pepsin present in the stomach at that time.

In the past the maintenance of the pH of the gastric contents above pH 7 has been discouraged by the concept of acid rebound. Recent investigations have, however, shown that this phenomenon does not occur (Pereira-Lima and Hollander, 1959a and b; Gillespie, 1959). Probably too, in deference to this concept, some methods of antacid assay have stipulated that the pH of the reaction mixture must not be elevated above 5 by the antacid (Brit. Pharm., 1963). The observations in this study show that elevation of the pH of the gastric contents above 8, even if transiently, not only inhibits pepsin activity but leads to irreversible denaturation of pepsin. This is clearly an effect which antacid therapy should aim to achieve, assuming this effect can be attained without systemic effects.

The pH activity curve constructed in this study shows that the pH of the reaction mixture (or gastric juice) must be above pH 5-5 if complete inactivation of pepsin is to be produced. This is higher than the pH level usually considered essential; Hollander in 1939 considered the crucial pH level to be pH 4-5 which he termed the proteolytic neutralization point. Our findings of considerable pepsin activity in the pH range of pH 4-5 are consistent with the observations of Taylor (1959a, b and c) who found that in many preparations containing pepsin considerable pepsin activity was still present in the pH range above 4-5.

PEPTIC ACTIVITY IN ACHLORHYDIC STATES
Pepsin is secreted as pepsinogen; the conversion of pepsinogen to pepsin begins slowly at pH 6 and is almost instantaneous at pH 2-0 (Ege, 1923; Ege and Menck-Thygesen, 1933). Accepting achlorhydria as defined by Card and Sircus (1958) as failure of the pH to drop below 6-0 after maximal histamine stimulation, pepsinogen would only be converted to pepsin to a slight degree in the achlorhydric state. The pH found in the stomach in achlorhydric patients in the basal state usually varies between pH 6 and pH 8-5 and consequently any pepsin formed would probably be irreversibly inactivated by normal intragastric pH fluctuations. This supports the clinical observation of the failure of peptic ulceration to occur in the achlorhydric patient (Kahn, 1937).
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